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In this issue we focus on:
l The new Drawdown regulations
l Are the new Drawdown regulations good or bad?
l Should you request an immediate Drawdown Review?
l Some important things to consider about the new Drawdown regulations 

The new Drawdown regulations
In this Bulletin we shall remain focused on the important Drawdown rule changes that are to take effect on
6th April – for the clear and pressing reason that time to capitalise upon current pension regulations is fast
running out.

Our first Bulletin paved the way for all of the regulation changes that are to impact upon UK employers, scheme
trustees and scheme members over the coming months. Bulletin no. 2 addressed pension contribution
opportunities that remain open until imposition of the £50,000 per member contribution limitation.

This Bulletin addresses the April rule changes relevant to all Members in ‘Drawdown’ and the last minute
opportunities that arise for those who are near to - or are already participating in, benefit uplift. 

Firstly, the April changes. The new regulations will introduce:-

1. Restriction of maximum Drawdown Pension from 120% of the Government Actuary’s Department rate
(GAD) to 100% of GAD with effect from the next Review Date. Now to be called ‘Capped Drawdown’

2. The ability to set aside future Drawdown restrictions for those in receipt of a ‘secure pension’ in excess
of £20,000 per annum before tax, irrespective of age – ‘Flexible Pensions’.

3. The repeal of the rules that effectively required annuity purchase at age 75
4. For those in Drawdown and aged 75 and over, the improvement in maximum Drawdown Pension, from

90% of GAD to 100% of GAD – in tandem with the extension of age based GAD rates up to age 85.
5. New lower GAD rates apply to all ages up to age 75.  
6. A lessening of the tax charge imposed upon residual pension funds passing as a Lump Sum payment

on death after age 75, from a potential 82% maximum to a mere 55% tax...
7. A raising of the tax charge levied upon residual pension funds passing on death as Lump Sum payment

prior to age 75, from 35% to 55%.
8. A shortening of the pension Review cycle from 5 years to 3 years.

Are the new Drawdown regulations good or bad?
You will gather that the proposed ‘April 2011’ changes (to be enacted later this year) are both good and bad. Some
of the changes may be unwelcome – particularly the limitation of maximum Capped Drawdown Pension, effective
from 6th April 2011 – or from the member’s next Review Date or Crystallisation Event. Better news is to be found
in the new Flexible Drawdown proposals – and in the higher GAD rates for Drawdown beyond age 75.

Should you request an immediate Drawdown Review?
Before deciding to request an immediate Drawdown Review or Crystallisation Event, prior to 6th April 2011, it’s
important to recognise that Reviews may only be performed on the anniversary of the existing Drawdown cycle.
So, Members currently in Drawdown (or not in Drawdown but eligible to uplift benefits) might wish to consider
whether there is scope for pre-emptive action. Any Review arising on at an Anniversary Date prior to 6th April 2011
will access the current rule structure – but remember that a Review necessitates a revaluation of all scheme assets
– and may only be performed at the Anniversary Date.
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Some important things to consider about the new Drawdown regulations
With these matters in mind the following thoughts occur:

1. Where a Review Date prior to 6th April 2011 arises, the opportunity may exist to seal in a higher maximum
level of Capped Pension than may be available thereafter. But before crystallising further tranches of
Member Account, consideration must be given to present scheme asset value, current GAD rate and
the newly increasing tax charge on any Lump Sum Death Benefit distribution of crystallised funds. 

2. Although the impending restrictions to maximum Drawdown Pension are unwelcome, the freedoms
available under Flexible Drawdown may carry special appeal. It’s proposed that once a secure pension
of £20,000+ p.a. has been established, all new Pension Drawdown limits may be set aside – so
generating all sorts of opportunities for year on year tax planning. Much more on this in a later bulletin.

3. It’s taken a while but the repeal of the rules that effectively require annuitisation of Drawdown Pension
beyond age 75 is now confirmed.

4. For those aged 75 and over, the improvement in maximum Drawdown Pension percentage is welcome
– but of more importance is the introduction of age based GAD rates between ages 75 and 85.

5. The new GAD rates apply across the board – and must be adopted under all Reviews after 5th June
2011. For those who have attained age 76 on or after 6th April 2011, the new GAD rate tables will take
effect upon the next Review anniversary date occurring after 5th April 2011. Assuming a 4% Gilt Index
Yield, only small reductions (of between 1% and 3%) emerge in the 55 to 65 age group but the increased
life expectancy of those over 65 is reflected in GAD rate reductions of between 4% and 7%, in addition
to the drop from 120% to 100% of GAD. As the tables now extend to age 85 progressive improvements
arise for those aged over 76, in addition to the increase from 90% to 100% of GAD.

6. The reduction in tax charge on residual funds passing on death after age 75 is good news. The new
55% tax charge is still painful but better than the present potential 82% and arguably much better than
the total loss of fund that annuity purchase might deliver. A surviving spouse’s pension will doubtless
remain the normal benefit route upon the member’s demise – but whether such provision should be by
Drawdown or annuity purchase may in the future be more influenced by the potential for an inter-
generational transfer of residual funds. 

7. The increase in tax charge on crystallised funds settled as a Lump Sum Death Benefit prior to age 75
is disproportionate and disappointing. Again the spouse’s pension route would normally prevail –
however, where a capital settlement is capable of being considered, the alternative route of Flexible
Drawdown (for those surviving partners with sufficient secure pension) raises the potential for
progressive, deliberate, exhaustion of residual funds - with less lost to tax. More on this in due course. 

8. The shorter Review cycle will necessitate more frequent revaluations and benefit calculations.  Careful
selection of fund asset structures, in tune with the relevant income need would seem to carry more
importance.

This completes my bite size summary of the detail published so far on the new regulations, due in just 8 weeks
time. Of course we know where the Devil resides! For more information (or perhaps more explanation) just contact
us. Next... ‘Workplace Pensions’.

Robert Taylor
24 February 2011

The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
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